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 At his proposal party, the guests are surprised and feel he is hiding something. In-ah suddenly breaks up with him because she is afraid of being trapped and once again in her father's life. Seo-Yoon meets the president's daughter, Hyun-young, and through her becomes attracted to her. But she has already been promised to her fiancé Tae-hyun, the son of a billionaire. Things get complicated when the
president threatens to expose the embezzling scheme and his son's involvement. Tae-hyun marries Hyun-young to save him, but she is forced to divorce him to prevent her father's exposure. The president goes out of control and Tae-hyun is forced to ask her to come back. Tae-hyun and In-ah try to get their relationship back on track. Cast Main Kim Ha-yun as Im In-ah Lee Deok-hoon as Kim Seo-
yoon Supporting Kim Yoon-hee as Lee In-young Kim Hyun-sook as Na Young-mi Lee Dae-hwi as Kim Seo-hyung Seo Hyun-joo as Im Hyun-young Kim Won-hong as Lee Ji-hyung Lee Jong-min as Park Sang-myung Lee Eun-jung as Nam Ji-hoon Jung Ji-yoon as Jung Ae-ri Seo Jung-soo as Yoo Kyung-goo Kim Yeong-gyu as CEO's son (cameo, ep 1) Special appearances Shin Eun-jung as herself

(cameo, ep 3) Jang Hyun-sung as himself (cameo, ep 3) Sung Dong-il as himself (cameo, ep 5) Jung Jae-yong as himself (cameo, ep 9) Lee Yong-ha as himself (cameo, ep 9) Lee Hee-joon as the assistant of Tae-hyun (cameo, ep 9) Ratings In this table, represent the lowest ratings and represent the highest ratings. Awards and nominations International broadcast In South Korea, the series began airing
on KBS2 on October 8, 2017. It airs daily on MBC from September 82157476af
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